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however, is an absurdity, as contrary to good sense as it is
to the truth of history. In the first place, no one can imagine
how the French banner can be in the hands of the helpless
prisoner of the English. What the poor victim really held is
recorded- " She asked for the cross. An Englishman handed
her a cross which he made out of a stick; she took it, rudely
fashioned as it was, with not the less devotion, kissed it, and
placed it under her garments, next to her skin."—(" History
of France," by M. Michelet, vol. ii., p. 152.) There is no
doubt that, had the reality been presented, Mademoiselle
Rachel would have made as picturesque a use of the rude
emblem of salvation as she did of the banner, and the effect
would have been far more pathetic. But that the actress had
a great fancy for the theatrical effect she imagined she had
produced, enveloped in the folds of the banner, was proved
two years after.
In the latter part of May, Mademoiselle Rachel set out for
Holland, intending to spend there and in England a conge that
was to last two months. She was received by the phlegmatic
Dutch with the enthusiasm that greeted her elsewhere—an
enthusiasm which, at its pecuniary value, gave a result of
52,000 francs in 15 days. She performed in Antwerp on the
20th.
In Lille, however, her success was from some cause or other
not as productive to the management as had been expected.
After the fourth performance, M. Bardon, the manager, hav-
ing exposed the situation of affairs, by which it appeared he
had sustained considerable loss by the engagement made with
her^ Mademoiselle Rachel consented to give a fifth perform-
ance, the produce of which should be equally divided between
the manager on one side, and M. Genies and her brother Ra-
phael, who then accompanied her. She stipulated as a con-
dition of this unwonted fit of generosity that the seats should
be given at the usnal prices, and that the subscribers should
have a right, as on ordinary occasions, to their seats. Wheth-
er the Lillois still retained a lively sense of the injustice done
them on former nights, or from some other cause of dissatis-
faction, the house was not better filled on this last night than
before, notwithstanding the concessions made.

